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Abstract: Multiple Integration is a very important topic in different applications in Engineering
and other Sciences. Using numerical software to get an approximation to the solution is a normal
procedure. Another approach is working in an algebraic form to obtain an exact solution or to
get general solutions depending on different parameters. Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) are
needed for this last approach. In this paper, we introduce SMIS, a new stepwise solver for multiple
integration developed in a CAS. The two main objectives of SMIS are: (1) to increase the capabilities
of CAS to help the user to deal with this topic and (2) to be used in Math Education providing an
important tool for helping with the teaching and learning process of this topic. SMIS can provide
just the final solution or an optional stepwise solution (even including some theoretical comments).
The optional stepwise solutions provided by SMIS are of great help for (2). Although SMIS has
been developed in the specific CAS DERIVE, since the code is provided, it can be easily migrated to
any CAS which deals with integrals and text management that allow us to display comments for
intermediate steps.

Keywords: computer algebra systems; multiple integration; advanced calculus; mathematical
programming; mathematical education

1. Introduction

A Computer Algebra System (CAS) is a computer software which deals with different
mathematics topics. The main two characteristics which make a mathematical software a
CAS are their capability to deal with algebraic expressions and the possibility of working
in an exact way. Examples of available computations in a CAS using these characteristics
are: computation of antiderivatives, expansion or simplification of algebraic expressions,
factorization of polynomials and working with exact values of the constants π, e,

√
2 or the

golden ratio ϕ = 1+
√

5
2 without the need to deal with an approximation of their values.

The importance and evolution of CAS since the first ones in the 1960s until nowadays
have been enormous. Furthermore, classical numerical software, such as MATLAB [1],
or programming languages, such as PYTHON [2], include CAS modules increasing their
capabilities. A brief description of the evolution of CAS can be found in [3,4].

Multiple integration is very important in different Engineering applications. For this
reason, in the syllabus of Engineering degrees, a topic on how to deal with multiple
integration (double integrals, triple integrals, line integrals, surface integrals, flux, etcetera)
and their different applications is a must. Dealing with multiple integration requires the
computation of one or more definite integrals. Therefore, a tool to work properly with this
topic is very welcome in Engineering, from both the application and education points of
view. CAS are very important in this task but most of them lack an automatic procedure to
deal with multiple integration.
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The main objective of this paper is to develop specific programs in a CAS so that it
can increase its capabilities in this topic. Specifically, the CAS chosen is DERIVE [5] but
the developed programs can be easily adapted to other CAS using their particular syntax
for integrals. For applications in Engineering, these new programs allow engineers to
compute multiple integration with the CAS. From the Education point of view, the tasks
developed with students are focused on the elaboration of such programs by themselves.
When the students are the ones who develop the programs, they must have an appropriate
background on the concepts and applications they are programming and, later, they are
more prepared to work with this topic. The fact of programming the computations and
applications of multiple integration makes the students understand properly both the
theoretical backgrounds and the applications of multiple integration.

In Section 2, we detail some previous works related to this topic. In Section 3, SMIS
is introduced by means of the list of its programs, providing the syntax and examples of
execution for each program. The code of the first and second programs is available in this
section. In addition, the Appendix A includes the code of all programs. Section 4 describes
how SMIS can be used to help in the teaching and learning process in subjects dealing with
multiple integration. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to presenting the conclusions obtained
and to describing the related future research lines we are working on.

2. Backgrounds, Objectives and Related Works

In this section, we are going to present the backgrounds of the authors in related
previous work and the description of actual applications which partially cover the scope
of the main topic of this paper but pointing out their gaps which make this paper an
improvement on multiple integration computations.

The authors have previously developed related works in both:

(1) the development of new programs to increase the capabilities of CAS; and
(2) the elaboration of specific tasks with students in order to facilitate the teaching and

learning process of different mathematical topics in Engineering.

Regarding (1), in [3,6], we developed different rules to deal with improper integrals
and throughout several tests we classified some of the most used CAS with respect to how
they deal with advanced improper integrals computations. In both papers we pointed out
that using our new rules, all considered CAS can improve the kind of improper integrals
they can solve. Another work related to increasing the capabilities of CAS can be seen
in [7], where the new stepwise first order partial differential equations solver SFOPDES was
introduced. The fact that SFOPDES can optionally show all the steps to obtain the solution
makes it also an example of (2), since we use this solver with our Engineering students in
the computer lab lectures. Furthermore, the students use SFOPDES as a self-tutorial for the
learning process of the topics involving partial differential equations.

Special attention has to be paid to [8,9], which are examples of (1) and (2) and can
be considered as the previous versions of the present work since some computations of
multiple integration are considered in both works.

The CAS chosen is DERIVE, mainly because it is the one we use with our students and
the authors are expert in programming in this CAS. In addition, there exists an online and
freely accessible journal with four issues per year, which publishes mainly papers dealing
with DERIVE: the DERIVE newsletter [10], which allows the community of users to keep in
contact.

In [8], the PhD thesis of the first author, an extensive study was developed. Among the
objectives and hypotheses considered in this thesis, we can highlight the following:

Objective: To verify the positive effects of the development of programs with DERIVE

on the learning process of the topic Multiple Integration in the degree of Technical
Engineering of Telecommunications in the University of Málaga;

Hypothesis: The development of programs with DERIVE facilitates the learning of the
algorithmic concepts and procedures involved in the topic Multiple Integration and
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improves the students’ attitudes towards the subject in terms of attention, motivation,
interest and participation.

The study developed in [8] confirms the above objective and hypothesis. After a
hypothesis test confirming a similar level in both, the control group and the experimental
one, the final hypothesis test ensures that the students of the experimental group (those
who used programming with DERIVE) improved their marks in exams on the topic Multiple
Integration. The average of improvement was 25%.

In this paper we have not developed a study. We have improved the programs
considered in the thesis with new characteristics such as obtaining stepwise solutions,
information on the theory involved and warning messages about the possible wrong order
of integration.

The main objective of the present work is to develop the new stepwise multiple inte-
gration solver (SMIS) with the same aim as that of SFOPDES, that is, not only obtaining the
final solution of a multiple integral computation but also providing (optionally) all the inter-
mediate steps needed to obtain the final solution. This way, SMIS can be used to compute
multiple integrals (needed in many Engineering applications) but it can also be used as a
tutorial in the teaching and learning process of the topics involving multiple integration.

Comparing our new solver SMIS with the already available capabilities to deal with
multiple integration in different CAS or online sites, SMIS presents the following two
new features:

1. SMIS can show all the intermediate steps to obtain the final solution. This fact is espe-
cially useful in Education since SMIS can be used with Engineering and Mathematics
students. Let us suppose that a student solves by hand an exercise involving multiple
integration and wants to check if the obtained result is right or not. If the student
uses other tools actually available to solve the exercise, the final result is obtained.
If the result is the same as that obtained by hand, the student could accept that the
exercise has been solved properly (although it could not be true) but if the final result
does not match, the student will not be able to know where the mistake is. Using
SMIS, the student can check all the intermediate steps and, in the case of a mistake,
can easily find where the error or errors are. Obviously, if the student does not know
how to continue a specific step in an exercise, SMIS with the stepwise option on can
be used to help the student to continue the exercise. This way, SMIS can be used as a
powerful tool for students.

2. SMIS incorporates programs to work directly with specific applications and computa-
tions involving multiple integration. For example, as will be described in Section 3,
SMIS can compute, using specific programs, double and triple integrals, multiple
integrals using variable changes, areas and volumes, surface integrals, surface areas,
line or double integrals using Green’s theorem [11], flux using its definition and flux
using the divergence theorem [12].
Let us consider the following example:

Compute φ =
∫∫
S
~F ·~n dS , the flux of the vector field ~F = (P, Q, R) through the

outside face of the cube S bounded by x = 0; x = 1; y = 0; y = 1; z = 0; z = 1 using
the Divergence Theorem.

Normally, the built-in functions in CAS allows the computation, using their specific
syntax, of multiple integrals but a CAS cannot directly compute a flux. This way,
the user has to check the theory involved in the computation of a flux and the
Divergence Theorem and compute it by definition or create a specific program in the
CAS chosen to compute it.
That is, the user has to know that:

φ =
∫∫
S
~F ·~n dS =

∫∫∫
V

div(~F) dx dy dz =
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(
∂ P
∂ x

+
∂ Q
∂ y

+
∂ R
∂ z

)
dx dy dz
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and will have to use the built-in function of the CAS considered to compute partial
derivatives and integrals. This is exactly what occurs with the commercial CAS, such
as MATHEMATICA [13] or MAPLE [14], free CAS, such as MAXIMA [15] or SAGE-
MATH [16], or online applications such as WOLFRAMALPHA [17] or SYMBOLAB [18].

The possibility of using a single-called program to compute a flux is of great value
not only because the user does not need to nest different built-in commands but also
because the user can obtain extra information. For example, intermediate steps or
warnings on the suspicious wrong order of integration.
With SMIS, the user will only need to use the built program FluxDivergence with the
appropriate parameters: FluxDivergence(F,x,0,1,y,0,1,z,0,1).
In addition, with two extra final parameters set to true, the program will not only
provide the final result but also, step by step, all the theory needed to compute it and
all the intermediate steps and partial results.
Furthermore, the programs developed in SMIS also detect possible errors in the order
of integration; in which case, the result is provided together with a warning message.

Other available related works—such as the two previously mentioned, WOLFRAMAL-
PHA and SYMBOLAB—can also provide step by step solutions, but they lack two important
features: firstly, they do not describe all the theory or steps and secondly, the free use of
these tools is very restrictive. On the contrary, SMIS displays more detailed steps and will
be freely available. Furthermore, as we will point out in the conclusions and future work
section (Section 5), one of the future endeavors is to migrate SMIS to the free language
program PYTHON [2] using its CAS library SYMPY [19] so that, in the future, it will be
possible to use SMIS in any platform. As future work, we want to integrate SMIS in a free
online application which will deal with different mathematical topics.

Another related work that deals with multiple integration can be found in INTEGRA-
TIONAPPLICATIONS.MTH, a package available in DERIVE 6.0 and later. In this package,
some functions are built in order to compute, in a straightforward way, double, triple and
surface integrals using different coordinate systems [20]. Although this is very useful,
the programs considered in SMIS represent an improvement, both in the possibility of
obtaining stepwise solutions and the detection of errors in the order of integration. In [20],
some applications of multiple integration using DERIVE can also be found, including
applications related to the Stokes and Gauss theorems but in a direct way.

The rule-based integrator RUBI [21,22] is another tool to deal with multiple integration.
RUBI can also provide stepwise solutions using the combination of its programs Int and
Steps. When using this facility, the user obtains the integration rules used by RUBI to find
out the solution. DERIVE can also provide the rules used when computing an integral if the
user presses the step by step button available in the Calculus menu. Of course, this fact is
very interesting but this stepwise solution defers from the one obtained with the programs
developed in SMIS, since the user cannot obtain information on the theory involved or
specific comments on intermediate steps. RUBI requires MATHEMATICA version 7 or later.
The integration rules of RUBI have been incorporated in other systems such as SYMJA

(Symbolic Java [23]) and, partially, in SYMPY [24].

3. Description of SMIS

SMIS is a new stepwise multiple integration solver. The CAS chosen for the devel-
opment of SMIS is DERIVE since it is the CAS we have been using with our Engineering
students in the University of Málaga (Spain). We have developed two different DERIVE

files: SMIS.mth and SMIS.dfw. The first one is a library which contains all the programs
developed to deal with multiple integration. The second one loads the library and uses
it to solve different examples step by step. This way, SMIS.dfw can be used as a tuto-
rial to learn how to use SMIS. This file is also very important for teachers and students
since they can use it as a tool in the teaching and learning process of concepts involving
multiple integration.
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Although the programs in SMIS have been developed using the specific programming
language of DERIVE, they can be easily migrated to any CAS that deals with programming,
limits, derivatives and integrals. To achieve the stepwise option, the CAS also needs to
deal with functions which allow the display of partial results and texts (that is, a print or
display function or similar).

The main two characteristics of SMIS are that, firstly, it can directly compute different
topics on multiple integration and, secondly, it can optionally provide the theory needed to
deal with the specific topics or the intermediate steps to obtain the final solution.

In order to facilitate the options of theory or stepwise resolution, two global Boolean
variables have been considered: Theory and Stepwise.

The theoretical aspects and the stepwise solutions can be adapted depending on the
needs of the user. In SMIS, we will present brief content on the theory involved and
a detailed execution step by step of the solutions of each program but it can be easily
expanded or shortened as needed.

In the following subsections, descriptions and examples of executions of the different
programs included in SMIS are detailed. The two DERIVE files SMIS.mth and SMIS.dfw
containing the library of developed programs and the tutorial of SMIS can be freely
downloaded at https://acortar.link/SMIS (accessed on 22 September 2021).

3.1. Global Variables: Theory and Stepwise

The two global variables Theory and Stepwise, initially set to true, determine if the
theoretical aspects and stepwise solutions are displayed in the execution of the program.

In addition, the programs of SMIS will provide two optional parameters (the last two
parameters), myTheory and myStepwise, initially set to Theory and Stepwise respectively,
that can be set to true or false so that each execution of any program can control whether
the theory or stepwise is displayed or not, independently of the values of the global
variables Theory and Stepwise.
This way, all DERIVE programs will have some instructions such as:

If(myTheory=true; display("Theoretical aspects"))
and

If(myStepwise=true; display("Intermediate step")),
where the display instructions will provide the theoretical aspects and/or intermediate
steps depending on the values (true or false) of both global variables of the specific values
set on the last two optional parameters. This will be clarified with the descriptions and
examples of execution of the different programs in the next subsections.

As mentioned before, the user, when adapting the programs of SMIS to the specific
needs, can expand or shorten the theoretical comments or intermediate steps.

3.2. Double Integral

In this section we describe the syntax and provide some examples of the use of pro-
grams dealing with double integrals. Specifically, SMIS deals with two different programs
to work with Cartesian and polar coordinates respectively.

3.2.1. Double Integral in Cartesian Coordinates

Syntax: Double(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian coordinates, the double integral∫∫
R

f (u, v) du dv =
∫ v2

v1

(∫ u2

u1
f (u, v) du

)
dv, where R ⊂ R2 is the region: u1 ≤ u ≤

u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2.

Code:

Double(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,I_):=
Prog(

If(myTheory,

https://acortar.link/SMIS
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DISPLAY("A double integral is computed by means of two definite
integrals in a given order.") ),

I_:=INT(f,u,u1,u2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["In this case, integrating the function", f, "with

respect to variable", u, "we get", INT(f,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", v, "the result is", INT(I_,v)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I_:=INT(I_,v,v1,v2),
If((POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I_)))/=false,

RETURN [I_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION
ORDER IS WRONG"] ),

RETURN I_
)

Example 1. Double(y3,y,x2,sqrt(x),x,0,1,true,true) solves
∫∫
R

y3 dx dy where R
is the region: x2 ≤ y ≤

√
x ; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (see Figure 1).

y = x2

y =
√

x

0 1

R

Figure 1. Region bounded by y = x2 and y =
√

x.

Note that the last two parameters are set to true. This means that, independently
of the values of the global variables Theory and Stepwise, the execution of the programs
with the above parameters will provide the theory and the stepwise solution. If the last
two parameters were missed, the theory and stepwise solution would be displayed only
depending on the true values of the global variables.

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above example is:

A double integral is computed by means of two definite integrals in a given order.

[In this case, integrating the function, y3, with respect to variable, y, we get,
y4

4
]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get,
x2

4
− x8

4
]

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, x, the result is,
x3

12
− x9

36
]
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Considering the limits of integration, the final result is

1
18

Remarks:

1. The anonymous use of variables u and v allows the user to run the program in the
desired order of integration by setting u and v to x or y in the right order;

2. Regarding its use in Education, one of the recurrent mistakes that students make is
to establish the right integration order. In this case, the program returns a warning
message if the result is suspected of being wrong because of the integration order;

3. Since DERIVE cannot detect in advance whether a computation can be performed,
in the code of all programs of SMIS we assume that the stepwise option can be
applied. When DERIVE cannot perform a computation, the user will have to interrupt
the execution;

4. We have used the same format than DERIVE. In other words, blue text corresponds with
the display function of DERIVE and the final result is centered and in black. In addition,
we will use a text in red color when DERIVE cannot perform a computation.

According to the first remark, and considering that R can also be expressed as the
region: y2 ≤ x ≤ √y ; 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, the following execution of Double is also right to solve
the same double integral:
Double(y3,x,y2,sqrt(y),y,0,1,true,true) and the result in DERIVE is:

A double integral is computed by means of two definite integrals in a given order.
[In this case, integrating the function, y3, with respect to variable, x, we get, xy3]
[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get, y7/2 − y5]

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, y, the result is,
2y9/2

9
− y6

6
]

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is

1
18

According to the second remark, if Double is run with the limits of integration in a
wrong order, a warning message will appear next to the solution. For example, the result
in DERIVE after the execution of Double(y3,x,0,1,y,x2,sqrt(x),true,true) is:

A double integral is computed by means of two definite integrals in a given order.
[In this case, integrating the function, y3, with respect to variable, x, we get, xy3]
[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get, y3]

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, y, the result is,
y4

4
]

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is:[
x2

4
− x8

4
, WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE

INTEGRATION ORDER IS WRONG

]

If the first optional parameter is set to false, the theoretical comments would not
appear in the solution (in the previous examples, the first blue line). If the second optional
parameter is set to false, the intermediate steps would not appear (blue lines 2 to 5 in the
previous examples). If both optional parameters are set to false, only the final result would
be obtained.
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The above examples show the importance of using an appropriate order of integration.
Furthermore, in some examples, the multiple integral can be computed only in a specific
order of integration.

For example, let us consider the following integral:
∫∫
R

ey2
dx dy where R is the

region bounded by the triangle of vertices (0, 0), (2, 0) and (0, 2). That is, R can be
expressed by means of the following two sets:

R =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2

∣∣∣ x ∈ [0, 2] ; x ≤ y ≤ 2
}

(1)

R =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2

∣∣∣ y ∈ [0, 2] ; 0 ≤ x ≤ y
}

, (2)

which lead to the following two options for computing the multiple integral:

(1) =⇒
∫∫
R

ey2
dx dy =

∫ 2

0

(∫ 2

x
ey2

dy
)

dx Can not be computed

(2) =⇒
∫∫
R

ey2
dx dy =

∫ 2

0

(∫ y

0
ey2

dx
)

dy =
∫ 2

0
yey2

dy =

[
ey2

2

]2

0

=
e4 − 1

2
.

In other situations, the multiple integral cannot be computed in any order of integra-
tion or the procedure is difficult. In these situations, an appropriate change of coordinates
could be very useful.

3.2.2. Double Integral in Polar Coordinates

Syntax: DoublePolar(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise,myx,myy)

Description: Compute, using polar coordinates, the double integral∫∫
R

f (x, y) dx dy =
∫ v2

v1

(∫ u2

u1
ρ f (ρ cos θ, ρ sin θ) du

)
dv, where R ⊂ R2 is the region:

u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2, in polar coordinates (u and v are ρ and θ in the right order of
integration).

Code:

DoublePolar(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,
myx:=x,myy:=y,f_,I_):=

Prog(
f_:= rho SUBST(f, [myx,myy], [rho cos(theta), rho sin(theta)]),
If(myTheory,

PROG(
DISPLAY("Polar coordinates are useful when the expression

x^2+y^2 appears in the function to be integrated or in the
region of integration."),

DISPLAY("A double integral in polar coordinates is computed
by means of two definite integrals in a given order."),

DISPLAY("Previously, the~change of variables to polar
coordinates has to be done.") ) ),

I_:=INT(f_,u,u1,u2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["Let us consider the polar coordinates change",

myx, "=rho cos(theta)",
myy, "=rho sin(theta)"]),

DISPLAY(["The first step is the substitution of this variable
change in function", f, "and multiply this result by the
Jacobian rho."]),
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DISPLAY(["In this case, the~result leads to integrate the
function", f_]),

DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", f_, "with respect to
variable", u, "we get", INT(f_,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", v, "the result is", INT(I_,v)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I_:=INT(I_,v,v1,v2),
If((POSITION(x,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(y,VARIABLES(I_)) or

POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I_)))/=false,
RETURN [I_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION

ORDER IS WRONG OR THE VARIABLES CHANGE HAS NOT BEEN
DONE IN THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION"] ),

RETURN I_
)

Note that the use of myx and myy (set to x and y by default) allows the user to use other
variables different from x and y and consider the polar variable change:

myx = ρ cos(θ) ; myy = ρ sin(θ).

Example 2. DoublePolar(x2+y2,ρ,2a cos θ,2b cos θ,θ,0,π/4,true,true)

solves
∫∫
R
(x2 + y2) dx dy where R is the region bounded by

x2 + y2 = 2ax ; x2 + y2 = 2bx ; y = x and y = 0 with 0 < a < b < 2a (see Figure 2).

a

a

b

b

2a 2b

R

x2 + y2 = 2ax

y = 0

x2 + y2 = 2bx

y =
x

Figure 2. Region bounded by x2 + y2 = 2ax ; x2 + y2 = 2bx ; y = x and y = 0.

After running the above program, DERIVE returns:

Polar coordinates are useful when the expression x2 + y2 appears in the function to be
integrated or in the region of integration.
A double integral in polar coordinates is computed by means of two definite integrals in a
given order.
Previously, the change of variables to polar coordinates has to be done.
[Let us consider the polar coordinates change, x, = ρ cos(θ) and, y, = ρ sin(θ).]
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[The first step is the substitution of this variable change in function, x2 + y2, and multiply
this result by the Jacobian ρ.]
[In this case, the substitutions lead to integrate the function, ρ3]

[Integrating the function, ρ3, with respect to variable, ρ, we get,
ρ4

4
]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get, (4b4 − 4a4) cos(θ)4]
[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, θ, the result is,

(b4 − a4) sin(θ) cos(θ)3 +
3(b4 − a4) sin(θ) cos(θ)

2
− 3θ(a4 − b4)

2
]

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is:(
b4 − a4)(3π + 8)

8

As for the previous program, DoublePolar also provides a warning message in case
the result is suspected of being wrong because of a bad order in the limits of integration.
Similar situations are considered in all programs in SMIS and will not be further commented
on again. The code of the above two programs has been included here as examples of the
developed code. The rest of the programs will not be displayed in the following sections
but there is an appendix at the end of the paper where the code of all programs is provided.

3.3. Triple Integral

In this section, we describe the syntax and provide some examples of use of the pro-
grams dealing with triple integrals. Specifically, SMIS deals with three different programs
to work with Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates respectively. The code of
these programs can be found in Appendix A.2.

3.3.1. Triple Integral in Cartesian Coordinates

Syntax: Triple(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian coordinates, the triple integral∫∫∫
D

f (u, v, w) du dv dw =
∫ w2

w1

(∫ v2

v1

(∫ u2

u1
f (u, v, w) du

)
dv
)

dw, where D ⊂ R3 is the

region: u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 ; w1 ≤ w ≤ w2.

Example 3. Triple(xyz,z,0,sqrt(1-x2-y2),y,0,sqrt(1-x2),x,0,1,true,true)

solves
∫∫∫

D
xyz dx dy dz where D is the portion of sphere x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1 in the first octant

x, y, z ≥ 0 (see Figure 3).

z

xx

yy

1

1

1

Figure 3. Portion of sphere x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1 in the first octant x, y, z ≥ 0.
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The result obtained in DERIVE is:

A triple integral is computed by means of three definite integrals in a given order.

[In this case, integrating the function, xyz, with respect to variable, z, we get,
xyz2

2
]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get, − xy(x2 + y2 − 1)
2

]

[Integrating the function, − xy(x2 + y2 − 1)
2

, with respect to variable, y, we get,

− xy2(2x2 + y2 − 2)
8

]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get,
x(x2 − 1)2

8
]

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, x, the result is,
(x2 − 1)3

48
]

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is

1
48

3.3.2. Triple Integral in Cylindrical Coordinates

Syntax: TripeCylindrical(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise,
myx,myy,myz)

Description: Compute, using cylindrical coordinates, the triple integral∫∫∫
D

f (x, y, z)dx dy dz =
∫ w2

w1

(∫ v2

v1

(∫ u2

u1
ρ f (ρ cos θ, ρ sin θ, z) du

)
dv
)

dw, where D ⊂

R3 is the region: u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 ; w1 ≤ w ≤ w2, in cylindrical coordinates
(u, v and w are z, ρ and θ in the right order of integration).

Note that the use of myx, myy and myz (set to x, y and z by default) allows the user to
choose the role of which variables are considered as x, y or z. This way, the cylindrical
variable change is:

myx = ρ cos(θ)

myy = ρ sin(θ)

myz = myz

Jacobian = ρ.

For example, if the user wants to make the cylindrical variable change as follows:

z = ρ cos(θ) ; x = ρ sin(θ) ; y = y,

the values should be myx = z ; myy = x and myz = y. Therefore, the last three parameters
of the program TripleCylindrical should be z , x and y.

Example 4. TripleCylindrical(xyz,z,0,sqrt(1-rho2),rho,0,1,theta,0,pi/2,
true,true)
solves again the triple integral of Example 3

∫∫∫
D

xyz dx dy dz where D is the portion of sphere

x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1 in the first octant x, y, z ≥ 0 but, in this case, using cylindrical coordinates
(see Figure 3).

The result obtained in DERIVE is:

Cylindrical coordinates are useful when the expression x2 + y2 appears in the function to
be integrated or in the region of integration and limits of z are easy to establish.
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A triple integral in cylindrical coordinates is computed by means of three definite integrals
in a given order.
Previously, the change of variables to cylindrical coordinates has to be done.
[Let us consider the cylindrical coordinates change, x, = ρ cos(θ), y, = ρ sin(θ), z ,=, z]
[The first step is the substitution of this variable change in function, xyz, and multiply this
result by the Jacobian ρ.]
[In this case, the substitutions lead to integrate the function, ρ3z sin(θ) cos(θ)]
[Integrating the function, ρ3z sin(θ) cos(θ), with respect to variable, z, we get,
ρ3z2 sin(θ) cos(θ)

2
]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get,
ρ3(1− ρ2) sin(θ) cos(θ)

2
]

[Integrating the function,
ρ3(1− ρ2) sin(θ) cos(θ)

2
, with respect to variable, ρ, we get,(

ρ4

4
− ρ6

12

)
sin(θ) cos(θ)]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get,
sin(θ) cos(θ)

24
]

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, θ, the result is,
sin(θ)2

48
]

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is

1
48

3.3.3. Triple Integral in Spherical Coordinates

Syntax: TripeSpherical(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise,
myx,myy,myz)

Description: Compute, using spherical coordinates, the triple integral∫∫∫
D

f (x, y, z) dx dy dz =∫ w2

w1

(∫ v2

v1

(∫ u2

u1
ρ2 cos φ f (ρ cos φ cos θ, ρ cos φ sin θ, ρ sin φ) du

)
dv
)

dw,

where D ⊂ R3 is the region: u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 ; w1 ≤ w ≤ w2, in spherical
coordinates (u, v and w are ρ, θ and φ in the right order of integration).

Note that the use of myx, myy and myz (set to x, y and z by default) allows the user
to choose the role of which variables are considered as x, y or z. This way, the spherical
variable change is:

myx = ρ cos(φ) cos(θ)

myy = ρ cos(φ) sin(θ)

myz = ρ sin(φ)

Jacobian = ρ2 cos(φ).

For example, if the user wants to make the spherical variable change as follows:

z = ρ cos(φ) cos(θ) ; x = ρ cos(φ) sin(θ) ; y = ρ sin(φ),

the values should be myx = z ; myy = x and myz = y. Therefore, the last three parameters
of the program TripleSpherical should be z , x and y.

Example 5. TripleSpherical(xyz,rho,0,1,theta,0,pi/2,phi,0,pi/2,true,true)

solves once again the triple integral of Example 3
∫∫∫

D
xyz dx dy dz where D is the portion

of sphere x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1 in the first octant x, y, z ≥ 0 but, in this case, using spherical
coordinates (see Figure 3).
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The result obtained in DERIVE is:

Spherical coordinates are useful when the expression x2 + y2 + z2 appears in the function
to be integrated or in the region of integration.
A triple integral in spherical coordinates is computed by means of three definite integrals
in a given order.
Previously, the change of variables to spherical coordinates has to be done.
[Let us consider the spherical coordinates change,
x, = ρ cos(φ) cos(θ), y, = ρ cos(φ) sin(θ), z ,= ρ sin(φ).]
[The first step is the substitution of this variable change in function, xyz, and multiply this
result by the Jacobian ρ2 cos(φ).]
[In this case, the substitutions lead to integrate the function,
ρ5 sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)3]
[Integrating the function, ρ5 sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)3, with respect to variable, ρ, we get,
ρ6 sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ). cos(φ)3

6
]

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get:
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)3

6
]

[Integrating the function,
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)3

6
, with respect to variable, θ, we get,

sin(θ)2 sin(φ) cos(φ)3

12
].

[Considering the limits of integration for this variable, we get,
sin(φ) cos(φ)3

12
].

[Finally, integrating this result with respect to variable, φ, the result is, −cos(φ)4

48
].

Considering the limits of integration, the final result is:

1
48

3.4. Area of a Region R ⊂ R2

The area of a regionR ⊂ R2 can be computed by the following double integral:

Area(R) =
∫∫
R

1 dx dy.

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian or polar coordinates, two different
programs have been considered in SMIS. The code of these programs can be found in
Appendix A.3.

Syntax:

• Area(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• AreaPolar(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise,myx,myy)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian and polar coordinates respectively, the area of the
region R ⊂ R2 determined by u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2.

Example 6. Area(y,x2,sqrt(x),x,0,1,true,true) computes the area of the region: x2 ≤
y ≤
√

x ; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (see Figure 1).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The area of a region R can be computed by means of the double integral of function 1 over
the region R.
To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with function 1.
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The area is:
1
3

Note that this program calls the program Double to obtain the final result. In the
code, this program with the theory and stepwise options is set to false. The text "To get a
stepwise solution, run the program Double with function 1" is displayed. This has been
done in order not to display a detailed solution for this auxiliary computation and not to
have a large text displayed. In any case, since the code is provided in the final appendix,
the teacher can easily adapt this call to the specific needs. That is, if the teacher wants to
show all the intermediate steps and theory depending on the user’s decision, the call to
the Double function should be changed with the theory and stepwise parameters set to
myTheory and myStepwise, respectively. In the following programs in the next sections,
a similar situation occurs.

Example 7. AreaPolar(ρ,2a cos θ,2b cos θ,θ,0,π/4,true,true) computes the area of the
region bounded by x2 + y2 = 2ax ; x2 + y2 = 2bx ; y = x and y = 0 with 0 < a < b < 2a
(see Figure 2).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The area of a region R can be computed by means of the double integral of function 1 over
the region R.
To get a stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar with function 1.
The area is:

(π + 2)(b2 − a2)

4

3.5. Volume of a Solid D ⊂ R3

The volume of a solid D ⊂ R3 can be compute by the following triple integral:

Volume(D) =
∫∫∫

D
1 dx dy dz.

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical coordinates,
three different programs have been considered in SMIS. The code of these programs can be
found in Appendix A.4.

Syntax:

• Volume(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• VolumeCylindrical(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise,

myx,myy,myz)
• VolumeSpherical(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise,

myx,myy,myz)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates respectively,
the volume of the solid D ⊂ R3 determined by u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 ; w1 ≤
w ≤ w2.

Example 8. Volume(z,0,sqrt(1-x2-y2),y,0,sqrt(1-x2),x,0,1,true,true)
computes the volume of the portion of sphere x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1 in the first octant x, y, z ≥ 0 (see
Figure 3).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

DERIVE CANNOT COMPUTE THIS INTEGRAL IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES.
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In this example, DERIVE cannot perform the computation using Cartesian coordinates.
This is a good example to make the student see the necessity and utility of a variable change.
In this case, both cylindrical and spherical coordinates can be used as follows:

VolumeCylindrical(z,0,sqrt(1-ρ2),ρ,0,1,θ,0,π/2,true,true) computes the same
volume using cylindrical coordinates.

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The volume of a solid D can be computed by means of the triple integral of function 1 over
the solid D.
To get a stepwise solution, run the program TripleCylindrical with function 1.
The volume is:

π

6
This example can also be solved using spherical coordinates with the following

program: VolumeSpherical(ρ,0,1,θ,0,π/2,φ,0,π/2,true,true).

3.6. Surface Integrals

The surface integral of a scalar field f over a parametrized surface S ≡{
w = w(u, v)
(u, v) ∈ Ruv ⊂ R2

}
is given by the double integral:

∫∫
S

f dS =
∫∫
Ruv

f (u, v, w(u, v))
√

1 + (w′u)
2 + (w′v)

2 du dv. (3)

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian or polar coordinates, two different
programs have been considered in SMIS. If the equation of the surface is given by w =
w(u, v), the variable on the left hand side and the value on the right hand side of this
equation will be introduced separately in the second and the third parameter, respectively,
of both programs. The code of these programs can be found in Appendix A.5.

Syntax:

• SurfaceIntegral(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• SurfaceIntegralPolar(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian and polar coordinates, respectively, the surface

integral of a scalar field f over the surface S ≡
{

myw = w(u, v)
(u, v) ∈ Ruv ⊂ R2

}
where Ruv ⊂

R2 is determined by u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2.

Example 9. SurfaceIntegral(
√

1 + 4x2 + 4y2,z,x2 + y2,y,−
√

1− x2,
√

1− x2,

x,-1,1,true,true) computes the surface integral
∫∫
S

√
1 + 4x2 + 4y2 dS over the portion of

the paraboloid S ≡ z = x2 + y2 between z = 0 and z = 1, using Cartesian coordinates (see
Figure 4).

z = x2 + y2

z = 1

Figure 4. Portion of the paraboloid z = x2 + y2 with 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.
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The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The surface integral of f over the surface S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by
means of the double integral of f (u, v, w(u, v)) ·

√
1 + (w′u)2 + (w′v)2.

[In this case, f (u, v, w(u, v)) ·
√

1 + (w′u)2 + (w′v)2 =, 4x2 + 4y2 + 1,
To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with function, 4x2 + 4y2 + 1].
The surface integral is:

3π

The same integral can also be solved using polar coordinates with the program
SurfaceIntegralPolar(

√
1 + 4x2 + 4y2,z,x2 + y2,ρ,0,1,θ,0,2π,true,true).

3.7. Area of a Surface

The surface area of a parametrized surface S ⊂ R3 can be computed by the following
surface integral:

Area(S) =
∫∫
S

1 dS .

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian or polar coordinates, two different
programs have been considered in SMIS. The code of these programs can be found in
Appendix A.6.

Syntax:

• SurfaceArea(myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• SurfaceAreaPolar(myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian and polar coordinates respectively, the area of the

parametrized surface S ≡
{

myw = w(u, v)
(u, v) ∈ Ruv ⊂ R2

}
where Ruv ⊂ R2 is determined by

u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2.

Example 10. SurfaceArea(z,x2 + y2,y,−
√

1− x2,
√

1− x2,x,-1,1,true,true) computes
the area of the portion of the paraboloid S ≡ z = x2 + y2 between z = 0 and z = 1, using
Cartesian coordinates (see Figure 4).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The area of a surface S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the surface
integral of function 1.
To get a stepwise solution, run the program SurfaceIntegral with function 1.
The area of the surface is:

DERIVE CANNOT COMPUTE THIS INTEGRAL IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES.

Again, this is a great opportunity to point out the necessity of a variable change.
With SurfaceAreaPolar(z,x2 + y2,ρ,0,1,θ,0,2π,true,true), this problem can be
easily solved using polar coordinates.

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The area of a surface S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the surface
integral of function 1.
To get a stepwise solution, run the program SurfaceIntegralPolar with function 1.
The area of the surface is:

π

(
5
√

5
6
− 1

6

)
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3.8. Flux

The flux φ of a vector field ~F = (P, Q, R) over the parametrized surface S ≡{
w = w(u, v)
(u, v) ∈ Ruv ⊂ R2

}
is given by the surface integral

∫∫
S

(
~F ·~n

)
dS , where ~n is

the unitary normal vector field associated with the orientation of S . Let us consider the
gradient ~N = ~∇(w− w(u, v)) = (−w′u,−w′v, 1) , which is a normal vector field associated
with S . Therefore, the unitary vector ~n coincides with either 1

||~N||
~N or its opposite

− 1
||~N||

~N, each of them corresponding to one of the two “sides" or orientations of S . Since

||~N|| =
√

1 + (w′u)2 + (w′v)2, in order to compute a flux, a surface integral or a double
integral can be used as follows:

φ =
∫∫
S

(
~F ·~n

)
dS = ±

∫∫
S

(
~F · ~N 1

||~N||

)
dS

(3)
= ±

∫∫
Ruv

(
~F · ~N 1

||~N||

)√
1 + (w′u)2 + (w′v)2 du dv = ±

∫∫
Ruv

(
~F · ~N

)
du dv,

where (3) is a link to the equation used to compute a surface integral (shown in Section 3.6).
Therefore, the flux of ~F can be computed using the program SurfaceIntegral applied
to function ~F ·~n or using the program Double applied to function ~F · ~N. The result will
have a double sign ± providing this way the two possible values, from which we must
select the one that corresponds to the orientation of S . When S is a closed surface, its
positive orientation corresponds to the + sign of the outward normal vector, and its
negative orientation corresponds to the − sign of the inward normal vector.

Two different programs have been considered in SMIS to compute a flux depending
on the use of Cartesian or polar coordinates. If the equation of the surface is given by
w = w(u, v), the variable on the left hand side and the value on the right hand side of this
equation will be introduced separately in the second and the third parameter, respectively,
of both programs. The code of these programs can be found in Appendix A.7. We decided
to use the program Double since it does not require computation of ||~N||.

Syntax:

• Flux(F,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• FluxPolar(F,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using Cartesian and polar coordinates respectively, the flux of a

vector field ~F over an oriented surface S ≡
{

myw = w(u, v)
(u, v) ∈ Ruv ⊂ R2

}
where Ruv ⊂ R2

is determined by u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2.

Example 11. Flux([x, y, z],z,x2 + y2,y,−
√

1− x2,
√

1− x2,x,-1,1,true,true) and
Flux([x, y, z],z,1,y,−

√
1− x2,

√
1− x2,x,-1,1,true,true) computes the flux of the vector

field ~F = [x, y, z] over the closed and oriented surface bounded by the paraboloid S ≡ z =
x2 + y2 and z = 1, using Cartesian coordinates (see Figure 4).

The results obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above two programs are:

The flux of F over the oriented surface S can be computed by means of the surface inte-
gral of F(u,v,w(u,v))·n(u,v), where n(u,v) is one of the two unitary normal vector fields
associated with S. The flux can also be computed by means of the double integral of
F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) where N(u,v) is the gradient.
[In this case, F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) =,−x2 − y2

To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with function, −x2 − y2].
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Depending on the use of the outward or inward normal vectors, the two different possible
solutions of this flux are:

±π

2
The flux of F over the oriented surface S can be computed by means of the surface inte-
gral of F(u,v,w(u,v))·n(u,v) where n(u,v) is one of the two unitary normal vector fields
associated with S. The flux can also be computed by means of the double integral of
F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) where N(u,v) is the gradient.
[In this case, F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) =,1
To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with function, 1].
Depending on the use of the outward or inward normal vectors, the two different possible
solutions of this flux are:

±π

Note that the total flux is the sum of the flux over the paraboloid and the flux over the
plane z = 1. If we consider the outward normal vector of the closed surface, the results are,

respectively,
π

2
and π. Thus, the total flux is

3π

2
.

FluxPolar([x, y, z],z,x2 + y2,ρ,0,1,θ,0,2π,true,true) and
FluxPolar([x, y, z],z,1,ρ,0,1,θ,0,2π,true,true) can be used to solve the same ex-
ample using polar coordinates.

3.9. Divergence Theorem

The divergence theorem (also known as Gauss’s theorem) allows computation of the
flux over a closed surface by means of a triple integral as follows:

Theorem 1 (Divergence). Let ~F(x, y, z) =
(

P(x, y, z), Q(x, y, z), R(x, y, z)
)

be a continuous
vector field defined over a solid D ⊂ R3 bounded by the closed surface S . Let ~n be the outward

unit normal vector field associated with S . Let div
(
~F
)
=

∂ P
∂ x

+
∂ Q
∂ y

+
∂ R
∂ z

, the divergence of

~F. Then, φ, the flux of ~F along S is:

φ =
∫∫
S

(
~F ·~n

)
dS =

∫∫∫
D

div
(
~F
)

dx dy dz.

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical coordinates,
three different programs have been considered in SMIS. The code of these programs can be
found in Appendix A.8.

Syntax:

• FluxDivergence(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• FluxDivergenceCylindrical(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,

myStepwise)
• FluxDivergenceSpherical(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory,

myStepwise)

Description: Compute, using the divergence theorem, the flux of the vector field ~F over
the closed surface S that encloses the solid D ⊂ R3 determined by u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤
v ≤ v2 ; w1 ≤ w ≤ w2, using Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates respectively.

Example 12. FluxDivergence([x,y,z],z,x2+y2,1,y,-sqrt(1-x2),sqrt(1-x2),
x,-1,1,true,true) computes the flux of the vector field ~F = [x, y, z] over the closed surface
bounded by the paraboloid S ≡ z = x2 + y2 and z = 1, using Cartesian coordinates (see
Figure 4).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:
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The flux of F over the closed surface S that encloses the solid D can be computed by means
of the triple integral of the divergence of F over the solid D.
[In this case, the divergence of F is, 3, To get a stepwise solution, run the program Triple
with function", 3].
The flux is:

3π

2

FluxDivergenceCylindrical([x,y,z],z,ρ2,1,ρ,0,1,θ,0,2π,true,true) also com-
putes the previous flux using cylindrical coordinates.

Example 13. FluxDivergenceSpherical([x,y,z],ρ,0,a,θ,0,2π,φ,−π/2,π/2,
true,true) computes the flux of the vector field ~F = [x, y, z] over the closed sphere S ≡
x2 + y2 + z2 = a2 using spherical coordinates.

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The flux of F over the closed surface S that encloses the solid D can be computed by means
of the triple integral of the divergence of F over the solid D.
[In this case, the divergence of F is, 3, To get a stepwise solution, run the program Triple-
Spherical with function, 3].
The flux is:

4πa3

3.10. Green’s Theorem

Green’s theorem relates the calculation of a line integral over a closed path with a
double integral over the region of R2 that the path encloses as follows:

Theorem 2 (Green). Let C be a positive oriented simple closed path in R2 and R ⊂ R2 the
region it encloses. Let P(x, y) and Q(x, y) be two scalar fields defined on R with continuous
partial derivatives. Then:∮

C
P(x, y) dx + Q(x, y) dy =

∫∫
R

(
∂ Q(x, y)

∂ x
− ∂ P(x, y)

∂ y

)
dx dy.

Therefore, depending on the use of Cartesian or polar coordinates, two different
programs have been considered in SMIS. The code of these programs can be found in
Appendix A.9.

Syntax:

• Green(P,Q,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)
• GreenPolar(P,Q,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory,myStepwise)

Description: Compute
∮
C

P(x, y) dx + Q(x, y) dy using a double integral over the region

R ⊂ R2 bounded by C with limits u1 ≤ u ≤ u2 ; v1 ≤ v ≤ v2, using Cartesian and
polar coordinates respectively.

Example 14. Green(y3,x4 + x2,y,0,1,x,0,1,true,true) computes the line integral
∮
C

y3 dx+

(x4 + x2) dy along the segments joining the points (0,0), (1,0), (1,1), (0,1) and back to (0,0).

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The line integral of Pdx+Qdy over the closed path C that encloses the region R, can be
computed by the double integral of the expression DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) over R.
[In this case, DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) =, 4x3 + 2x − 3y2, To get a stepwise solution, run the
program Double with function, 4x3 + 2x− 3y2]
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The line integral is:
1

Example 15. GreenPolar(y3,x4 + x2,ρ,0,a,θ,0,2π,true,true) computes the line integral∮
C

y3 dx + (x4 + x2) dy along the circumference x2 + y2 = a2.

The result obtained in DERIVE after the execution of the above program is:

The line integral of Pdx+Qdy over the closed path C that encloses the region R, can be
computed by the double integral of the expression DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) over R.
[In this case, DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) =, 4x3 + 2x − 3y2, To get a stepwise solution, run the
program DoublePolar with function, 4x3 + 2x− 3y2]
The line integral is:

−3πa4

4

4. The Use of SMIS in Mathematics Education

In this section, we want to point out the importance of SMIS for Mathematics Edu-
cation. It is well-known that CAS can help the users to obtain the final result to different
math problems but we think that the normal use given to CAS within Math Education has
not reached the optimum approach. In most cases, CAS are considered and used as “black
boxes” to which the user asks for a result and simply obtains it. We believe that CAS must
be used in Math Education as “white boxes”. That is, CAS should return not only the final
result but also all the major steps needed to get to it. For example, if a student solves an
integral and later checks with a CAS to see if the result is right or not, what happens if the
result does not match with the one the student obtained? Or what happens if the result is
equivalent but the student does not recognize it? [25]. It would be more useful to see the
whole process of resolution and not only the final result. This way, firstly, the student may
detect the step(s) in which an error occurs or, secondly, if the student does not know how
to proceed in an intermediate step, he can check the stepwise solution and find out how
to proceed.

Nowadays, it is true that there are some CAS or web applications that provide inter-
mediate steps but not for all topics and not always without a subscription which could
require a large amount of money. Furthermore, in advanced topics such as the ones dealt
with in SMIS, these stepwise alternatives are very few. On the other hand, an already
made application could not provide the stepwise solution in the same way that the student
learned. With SMIS, the teacher can introduce the theory and intermediate steps that
follow the approach given at lectures. We have developed “our version” of SMIS but
the teacher can easily adapt this version to specific needs. This way, SMIS is not only a
stepwise solver but is also a template of how a CAS can be used to help in the teaching and
learning process.

Furthermore, since we have developed programs to deal with multiple integration us-
ing different orders of integration or different coordinate systems, the teacher can use these
facilities to help the student learn the importance of the appropriate order of integration
and the best coordinate system in a specific exercise. This fact is of special interest when
the CAS cannot compute the integrals in a specific order or in a coordinate system.

Regarding the use we have made of previous Spanish versions of SMIS or other
stepwise solvers for other topics aimed to Engineering degrees, different studies have
been developed with students which reveal that using this way of working with CAS
improves their understanding of the topics dealt. For example, three PhD theses developed
by some of the authors of this paper revealed that when working with stepwise solvers
their marks in exams were up to more than 25% higher than when without working with
these tools [8,26,27].
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In addition, due to the COVID pandemic [28], which led in many cases to a teaching
process without in situ lectures, extra materials and procedures (pdf files, videos, online
lectures, . . . ) had to be developed [29,30]. In this environment, the use of stepwise solvers
has been very well valued by our students. Specifically, several questions were asked of
the students, obtaining more than 4.5 points out of 5 in all of them. That is, greater that
90% of the top marks.

Another important fact is the development of appropriate tasks for students when
working in computer lectures. In the last 15 years, one of the objectives of our computer
lectures is to foster critical thinking in students. The result obtained with a CAS is not
always correct [31]. The use of programming with a CAS also allows the control of these
possible errors. Furthermore, when the students develop a program for solving a specific
kind of exercise, it will be easier for them to solve this kind of exercise by hand later, since
they need to acquire a good background in order to be able to develop the program. That
is why, in the task we develop with our students in the computer lectures, they not only
have to apply programs already built by the teachers but also some exercises require them
to develop programs themselves.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced SMIS, a new stepwise solver for Multiple Integration.
Although the programs have been developed in the CAS DERIVE, since the code of all
programs is available in the paper, it can be easily migrated to any other computer algebra
system. We have developed the following two different files:

1. SMIS.mth is a library in DERIVE containing all the programs of SMIS. With this library,
we achieve one of the main objectives in this paper: to increase the capabilities of
a CAS. When loading this library in DERIVE, the user can use its programs to deal
directly with double, triple and surface integrals and their applications. As mentioned
before, it is easy to migrate this library to other CAS so that their capabilities would
also be increased.

2. SMIS.dfw is a tutorial in DERIVE which provides detailed examples of the uses of
all the programs of SMIS. In addition, since the developed programs can optionally
provide stepwise results, with this fact we achieve another important objective of
this paper: SMIS can be used as a tutorial for the teaching and learning process of
multiple integration and its applications which can be very useful in mathematics
subjects dealing with multiple integration in Math, Physics and Engineering degrees.
Again, this tutorial can be easily migrated to other CAS and, therefore, this tutorial
can be used in other CAS. In addition, we have proposed “our version” of stepwise
solutions but the provided code of all programs can also be adapted to the specific
needs of the teacher.

We have also considered two global variables, Theory and Stepwise, initially set by
default to true, which control whether the theory involved and intermediate steps are
displayed or not. Again, the deepness in both theory and stepwise solutions can be easily
adapted to the specific needs of the user. When setting any of these global variables to
false, the results provided by the programs are simplified. In addition, the user can
execute any program in the SMIS settings to true or false, two optional parameters which
allow us to display or not the theory and/or stepwise solution independently of the values
of the global variables.

We can conclude that adapting SMIS to specific needs is an easy task and will provide
an important tool for both objectives: the increment of capabilities of a CAS and as an aid
in the teaching and learning processes in the topic “Multiple integration”.

SMIS can be freely downloaded at https://acortar.link/SMIS (accessed on 22 Septem-
ber 2021).

https://acortar.link/SMIS
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Future Work

As related future works we can point out three different lines:

1. The migration of SMIS and other previously developed solvers for Partial Differential
Equations [7], Line integrals [32] or Automated Theorem Provers [33] from DERIVE to
a more portable environment such as PYTHON [2] using SYMPY [19];

2. The development of new stepwise solvers in PYTHON for other mathematical topics;
3. The integration of all solvers in a free web online application, which can be used in

different languages.

Regarding the first and the third lines, we have already developed a first approach.
We have migrated some programs to PYTHON to solve different types of Differential
Equations following the same idea of optional theory and stepwise information. This draft
version runs in a local web browser and the user can choose between English, Spanish
or French. Our priority will be to develop a full version of a specific topic and make it
freely accessible in an online application. In parallel, we want to go further with the second
line mentioned before developing new stepwise solvers for other topics such as Complex
Analysis, Elementary Calculus, Algebra, and so forth.

In the long term, the final goal will be the development of a free online web application
to deal with a great variety of mathematical topics with optional stepwise and theory
information and in different languages.
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Appendix A. Code of Programs

The file SMIS.mth contents the code of all programs of SMIS. It can be downloaded at
https://acortar.link/SMIS (accessed on 22 September 2021).

In any case, in this appendix we include the code of all programs of SMIS. This way,
the readers who cannot use Derive, can see the code and even adapt it to the desired CAS.

Appendix A.1. Double Integral

Double(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,I_):=
Prog(

If(myTheory,
DISPLAY("A double integral is computed by means of two definite

integrals in a given order.") ),
I_:=INT(f,u,u1,u2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["In this case, integrating the function", f, "with

https://acortar.link/SMIS
https://acortar.link/SMIS
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respect to variable", u, "we get", INT(f,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", v, "the result is", INT(I_,v)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I_:=INT(I_,v,v1,v2),
If((POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I_)))/=false,

RETURN [I_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION
ORDER IS WRONG"] ),

RETURN I_
)

DoublePolar(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,
myx:=x,myy:=y,f_,I_):=

Prog(
f_:= rho SUBST(f, [myx,myy], [rho cos(theta), rho sin(theta)]),
If(myTheory,

Prog(
DISPLAY("Polar coordinates are useful when the expression

x^2+y^2 appears in the function to be integrated or in the
region of integration."),

DISPLAY("A double integral in polar coordinates is computed
by means of two definite integrals in a given order."),

DISPLAY("Previously, the~change of variables to polar
coordinates has to be done.") ) ),

I_:=INT(f_,u,u1,u2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["Let us consider the polar coordinates change",

myx, "=rho cos(theta)",
myy, "=rho sin(theta)"]),

DISPLAY(["The first step is the substitution of this variable
change in function", f, "and multiply this result by the
Jacobian rho."]),

DISPLAY(["In this case, the~result leads to integrate the
function", f_]),

DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", f_, "with respect to
variable", u, "we get", INT(f_,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", v, "the result is", INT(I_,v)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I_:=INT(I_,v,v1,v2),
If((POSITION(x,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(y,VARIABLES(I_)) or

POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I_)) or POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I_)))/=false,
RETURN [I_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION

ORDER IS WRONG OR THE VARIABLES CHANGE HAS NOT BEEN
DONE IN THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION"] ),

RETURN I_
)
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Appendix A.2. Triple Integral

Triple(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,
myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,I1_,I2_):=

Prog(
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("A triple integral is computed by means of three definite
integrals in a given order.") ),

I1_:=INT(f,u,u1,u2),
I2_:=INT(I1_,v,v1,v2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["In this case, integrating the function", f, "with

respect to variable", u, "we get", INT(f,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I1_]),
DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", I1_, "with

respect to variable", v, "we get", INT(I_1,v)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I2_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", w, "the result is", INT(I2_,w)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I1_:=INT(I2_,w,w1,w2),
If((POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I1_))

or POSITION(w,VARIABLES(I1_)))/=false,
RETURN [I1_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION

ORDER IS WRONG"] ),
RETURN I1_

)

TripleCylindrical(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z,f_,I1_,I2_):=

Prog(
f_:= rho SUBST(f,[myx,myy,myz],[rho cos(theta), rho sin(theta),myz]),
If(myTheory,

Prog(
DISPLAY("Cylindrical coordinates are useful when the expression

x^2+y^2 appears in the function to be integrated"),
DISPLAY("or in the region of integration and limits of z are

easy to establish."),
DISPLAY("A triple integral in cylindrical coordinates is

computed by means of three definite integrals in a given
order."),

DISPLAY("Previously, the~change of variables to cylindrical
coordinates has to be done.") ) ),

I1_:=INT(f_,u,u1,u2),
I2_:=INT(I1_,v,v1,v2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["Let us consider the cylindrical coordinates change",

myx, "=rho cos(theta)",
myy, "=rho sin(theta)",
myz,"=",myz]),
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DISPLAY(["The first step is the substitution of this variable
change in function", f, "and multiply this result by the
Jacobian rho."]),

DISPLAY(["In this case, the~substitutions lead to integrate
the function", f_]),

DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", f_, "with respect to
variable", u, "we get", INT(f_,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I1_]),
DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", I1_, "with

respect to variable", v, "we get", INT(I1_,v)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I2_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", w, "the result is", INT(I2_,w)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I1_:=INT(I2_,w,w1,w2),
If((POSITION(x,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(y,VARIABLES(I1_)) or

POSITION(z,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I1_)) or
POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(w,VARIABLES(I1_)))

/=false,
RETURN [I1_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION

ORDER IS WRONG OR THE VARIABLES CHANGE HAS NOT BEEN
DONE IN THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION"] ),

RETURN I1_
)

TripleSpherical(f,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z,f_,I1_,I2_):=

Prog(
f_:= rho^2 cos(phi) SUBST(f, [myx,myy,myz],

[rho cos(phi) cos(theta), rho cos(phi) sin(theta), rho sin(phi)]),
If(myTheory,

Prog(
DISPLAY("Spherical coordinates are useful when the expression

x^2+y^2+z^2 appears in the function to be integrated"),
DISPLAY("or in the region of integration."),
DISPLAY("A triple integral in spherical coordinates is computed

by means of three definite integrals in a given order."),
DISPLAY("Previously, the~change of variables to spherical

coordinates has to be done.") ) ),
I1_:=INT(f_,u,u1,u2),
I2_:=INT(I1_,v,v1,v2),
If (myStepwise,

Prog(
DISPLAY(["Let us consider the spherical coordinates change",

myx, "=rho cos(phi) cos(theta)",
myy, "=rho cos(phi) sin(theta)",
myz, "=rho sin(phi)"]),

DISPLAY(["The first step is the substitution of this
variable change in function", f, "and multiply this
result by the Jacobian rho^2 cos(phi)."]),

DISPLAY(["In this case, the~substitutions lead to integrate
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the function", f_]),
DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", f_, "with respect to
variable", u, "we get", INT(f_,u)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I1_]),
DISPLAY(["Integrating the function", I1_, "with

respect to variable", v, "we get", INT(I1_,v)]),
DISPLAY(["Considering the limits of integration for this

variable, we get",I2_]),
DISPLAY(["Finally, integrating this result with respect to

variable", w, "the result is", INT(I2_,w)]),
DISPLAY("Considering the limits of integration, the~final

result is") ) ),
I1_:=INT(I2_,w,w1,w2),
If((POSITION(x,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(y,VARIABLES(I1_)) or

POSITION(z,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(u,VARIABLES(I1_)) or
POSITION(v,VARIABLES(I1_)) or POSITION(w,VARIABLES(I1_)))

/=false,
RETURN [I1_,"WARNING!: SUSPICIOUS RESULT. MAYBE THE INTEGRATION

ORDER IS WRONG OR THE VARIABLES CHANGE HAS NOT BEEN
DONE IN THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION"] ),

RETURN I1_
)

Appendix A.3. Area of a Region R ⊂ R2

Area(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise):=
Prog(

If(myTheory,
DISPLAY("The area of a region R can be computed by means of the

double integral of function 1 over the region R.") ),
If(myStepwise,

DISPLAY("To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double
with function 1.") ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The area is:") ),

RETURN Double(1,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)

AreaPolar(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,
myx:=x,myy:=y):=

Prog(
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The area of a region R can be computed by means of the
double integral of function 1 over the region R.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY("To get a stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar

with function 1.") ),
If(myTheory or myStepwise,

DISPLAY("The area is:") ),
RETURN DoublePolar(1,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false,myx,myy)

)
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Appendix A.4. Volume of a Solid D ⊂ R3

Volume(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise):=
Prog(

If(myTheory,
DISPLAY("The volume of a solid D can be computed by means of the

triple integral of function 1 over the solid D.") ),
If(myStepwise,

DISPLAY("To get a stepwise solution, run the program Triple
with function 1.") ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The volume is:") ),

RETURN Triple(1,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false)
)

VolumeCylindrical(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z):=

Prog(
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The volume of a solid D can be computed by means of the
triple integral of function 1 over the solid D.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY("To get a stepwise solution, run the program

TripleCylindrical with function 1.") ),
If(myTheory or myStepwise,

DISPLAY("The volume is:") ),
RETURN TripleCylindrical(1,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false,

myx,myy,myz)
)

VolumeSpherical(u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z):=

Prog(
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The volume of a solid D can be computed by means of the
triple integral of function 1 over the solid D.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY("To get a stepwise solution, run the program

TripleSpherical with function 1.") ),
If(myTheory or myStepwise,

DISPLAY("The volume is:") ),
RETURN TripleSpherical(1,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false,

myx,myy,myz)
)

Appendix A.5. Surface Integrals

SurfaceIntegral(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=subst(f,myw,w) sqrt(1+dif(w,u)^2+dif(w,v)^2),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The surface integral of f over the surface
S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the
double integral of f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2}.") ),

If(myStepwise,
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DISPLAY(["In this case, f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2} =",
f_, "To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with
function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The surface integral is:") ),

RETURN Double(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)

SurfaceIntegralPolar(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,
myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx_,myy_,f_):=

Prog(
myx_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myw},
myy_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myx_,myw}),
f_:=subst(f,myw,w) sqrt(1+dif(w,myx_)^2+dif(w,myy_)^2),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The surface integral of f over the surface
S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the double
integral of f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2}.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2} =",

f_, "To get a stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar
with function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The surface integral is:") ),

RETURN DoublePolar(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false,myx_,myy_)
)

Appendix A.6. Area of a Surface

SurfaceIntegral(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=subst(f,myw,w) sqrt(1+dif(w,u)^2+dif(w,v)^2),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The surface integral of f over the surface
S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the
double integral of f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2}.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2} =",

f_, "To get a stepwise solution, run the program Double with
function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The surface integral is:") ),

RETURN Double(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)

SurfaceIntegralPolar(f,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,
myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx_,myy_,f_):=

Prog(
myx_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myw},
myy_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myx_,myw}),
f_:=subst(f,myw,w) sqrt(1+dif(w,myx_)^2+dif(w,myy_)^2),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The surface integral of f over the surface
S of equation w=w(u,v) can be computed by means of the double
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integral of f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2}.") ),
If(myStepwise,

DISPLAY(["In this case, f(u,v,w(u,v)) sqrt{1+(w’_u)^2+(w’_v)^2} =",
f_, "To get a stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar
with function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The surface integral is:") ),

RETURN DoublePolar(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false,myx_,myy_)
)

Appendix A.7. Flux

Flux(F,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=
Prog(

f_:=subst(F·grad(myw-w),myw,w),
If(myTheory,

Prog(
DISPLAY("The flux of F over the oriented surface S can be

computed by means of the surface integral of"),
DISPLAY("F(u,v,w(u,v))·n(u,v) where n(u,v) is one of the two

unitary normal vector fields associated with S."),
DISPLAY("The flux can also be computed by means of

the double integral of"),
DISPLAY("F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) where N(u,v) is the gradient."))),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) =",f_, "To get a
stepwise solution, run the program Double with function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("Depending on the use of the outward or inward normal

vectors, the~two different possible solutions of this flux
are:") ),

RETURN ±Double(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)

FluxPolar(F,myw,w,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,
myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx_,myy_,f_):=

Prog(
myx_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myw},
myy_ := FIRST({x,y,z}\{myx_,myw}),
f_:=subst(F·grad(myw-w),myw,w),
If(myTheory,

Prog(
DISPLAY("The flux of F over the oriented surface S can be

computed by means of the surface integral of"),
DISPLAY("F(u,v,w(u,v))·n(u,v) where n(u,v) is one of the two

unitary normal vector fields associated with S."),
DISPLAY("The flux can also be computed by means of

the double integral of"),
DISPLAY("F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) where N(u,v) is the gradient."))),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, F(u,v,w(u,v))·N(u,v) =",f_,

"To get a stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar with
function", f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("Depending on the use of the outward or inward normal
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vectors, the~two different possible solutions of this flux
are:") ),

RETURN ±DoublePolar(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false,myx_,myy_)
)

Appendix A.8. Divergence Theorem

FluxDivergence(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=div(F),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The flux of F over the closed surface S that
encloses the solid D can be computed by means of the triple
integral of the divergence of F over the solid D.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, the~divergence of F is", f_, "To get a

stepwise solution, run the program Triple with function",f_]) ),
If(myTheory or myStepwise,

DISPLAY("The flux is:") ),
RETURN Triple(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false)

)

FluxDivergenceCylindrical(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=div(F),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The flux of F over the closed surface S that
encloses the solid D can be computed by means of the triple
integral of the divergence of F over the solid D.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, the~divergence of F is", f_, "To get a

stepwise solution, run the program TripleCylindrical with
function",f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The flux is:") ),

RETURN TripleCylindrical(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false,
myx,myy,myz)

)

FluxDivergenceSpherical(F,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,myx:=x,myy:=y,myz:=z,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=div(F),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The flux of F over the closed surface S that
encloses the solid D can be computed by means of the triple
integral of the divergence of F over the solid D.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, the~divergence of F is", f_, "To get a
stepwise solution, run the program TripleSpherical with
function",f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The flux is:") ),
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RETURN TripleSpherical(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,w,w1,w2,false,false,
myx,myy,myz)

)

Appendix A.9. Green’s Theorem

Green(P,Q,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=
Prog(

f_:=DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The line integral of Pdx+Qdy over the closed path C
that encloses the region R, can be computed by the double
integral of the expression DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) over R.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) =", f_,"To get a

stepwise solution, run the program Double with function",
f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The line integral is:") ),

RETURN Double(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)

GreenPolar(P,Q,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,myTheory:=Theory,
myStepwise:=Stepwise,f_):=

Prog(
f_:=DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y),
If(myTheory,

DISPLAY("The line integral of Pdx+Qdy over the closed path C
that encloses the region R, can be computed by the double
integral of the expression DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) over R.") ),

If(myStepwise,
DISPLAY(["In this case, DIF(Q,x)-DIF(P,y) =", f_,"To get a

stepwise solution, run the program DoublePolar with function",
f_]) ),

If(myTheory or myStepwise,
DISPLAY("The line integral is:") ),

RETURN DoublePolar(f_,u,u1,u2,v,v1,v2,false,false)
)
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